
Capital Quilts, 15926 Luanne Drive, Gaithersburg, MD 20877  301-527-0598 

CLASS POLICIES: 
• Please do not bring visitors to class. 
• Be sure to check your supply list before class.  Bring all supplies with you. 
• If you must cancel the class, your fee can be refunded ONLY if you have notified us at least seven days before the class. 

The refund will be a store credit.   If someone on the waiting list can fill your place, you will receive store credit for the fee, 
even if you have not notified us by the deadline.  

• Capital Quilts reserves the right to cancel a class due to insufficient participation.  We require at least two people in a 
daytime class and three in an evening class.  If we cancel the class for this reason, you will receive a full refund of the class 
fee.  (You can avoid this situation by getting a friend to sign up with you!) 

• If Capital Quilts cancels the class for any reason, including inclement weather, you will receive an email advising you of this 
situation.  We also post store closings on our website, www.capitalquilts.com, and on Facebook.  If the class is rescheduled, 
you will be invited to come to the new class before the class is opened to public registration.  In the event you cannot take 
the rescheduled class, you will receive a full refund of the class fee. 

 
Classroom sewing machines are available for rental during a class.  There is a $10 fee per class session.  Quantities are limited, so 
please ask to reserve a machine as soon as possible.  Plan to come to the shop early on the day of class so that we can show you 
how to thread and operate the machine. 

  

Supply List for Beaded Sampler 
Instructor:  Karen Fricke 

 
 

 
Fabric: 

• Piece, quilt with stitch-in-the ditch, and bind a 9-patch block, using 2 ½” squares 

in solid colored fabrics.  Stitch a ½” buttonhole in the upper left hand corner of the 

upper left hand square.  Bring your finished block with you to class.  OR the 

instructor will have prepared blocks for you to purchase for $13.00, cash or check 

only. 

 
Tools: 

• Thread snips or scissors 

Optional, but Very Useful: 

• Thimble or ThimblePad 

• Beading mat or piece of felt to work over (dropped beads bounce!) 

• Portable reading lamp, standing magnifier, reading glasses 

• Beeswax or Thread Magic for conditioning thread 

Included in your class fee are, beads in assorted colorways, Nymo beading thread, 

beading needles, instructions for booklet, and metal ring to bind booklet. 

 
 

Questions?  Please contact Karen at karenafricke@gmail.com 

mailto:karenafricke@gmail.com
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How to Piece a Nine Patch Block 

NOTE:  This page is not applicable to those choosing to purchase a completed 9-patch block from the instructor. 

Step 1.  Lay out your 2 ½” blocks into three rows in the pattern you’d like, wrong sides facing up. 

 

Step 2.  Place your fabric right sides together, and sew each row of blocks 

together in rows, using a ¼” seam allowance.  

 

 

 

 

Step 3.  Press the seam allowances in the top and bottom rows AWAY from the 

center block.  Press the seam allowances in the middle row TOWARDS the 

center block. 

You now have three rows, sewn and pressed.  Lay them down to double check 

your pattern placement. 

 

 

Step 4.  Next you’ll sew these three sections together, but it’s 

important to match up seams carefully.  The manner in which you 

pressed seams will have them laying in opposite directions, making 

for a flat cross seam.  Very carefully align the top and middle rows 

together, right sides together, nudging the seams into place so they 

fit into each other.  Pin and stitch the seam, using a ¼” seam 

allowance.  Add the bottom row in the same manner. 

 

Step 5.  Press the long seams to the side with the darker fabric. 
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